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Constructible Sheaves Associated 
to Whittaker Functions 

Tomohide Terasoma 

Introduction 

Let Xo be a proper smooth geometrically connected curve over the 
field Fq with q elements. Let K be. the function field of Xo over Fq, A the 
adele ring of K, and .e a prime number prime to the characteristic of Fq• 

Let ~l(XO) be the fundamental group of Xo. (For the fundamental group, 
see [8, p. 39].) We always assume that a continuous representation 

p: ~l(Xo)~GL(n, (l,) 

of "l(XO) factors through 

where E is a finite extension of Q,. 

({1,: an algebraic closure of Qt) 

Such a p gives rise to an L-function 

where JXoJ is the set of closed points of Xo, and Frv is the geometric Frobenius 
substitution at v. 

Langlands ([6, p. 211]) asked whether it is an automorphic L-function. 
(For the definition of automorphic L-function, see [2, p. 49]). Drinfeld (cf. 
[3]) has solved this problem for n=2. First he expressed the Whittaker 
function associated to p by the trace of the Frobenius substitution on some 
constructible sheaf. Next, he proved geometrically that the Shalika trans
form (cf. [9]) of the Whittaker function turns out to be an automorphic 
form. 

For a representation p as above, we can associate a function f on 
GL (n, A) called the Whittaker function for p. By the functional equation 
satisfied by the Whittaker function, it can be regarded as a function on 
UK\GL (n, A)/GL (n, 0), where UK is the subgroup of upper triangular 
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734 T. Terasoma 

matrices in GL (n, K). On the other hand, we can define some moduli 
scheme (JX p Flag~'O)o over Fq, whose Fq-rational points can be identified 
with some elements of UK\GL(n, A)/GL(n, 6). The purpose of this paper 
is to construct a constructible sheaf Wh~(p) on (JX p Flag~'O)o with the fol
lowing property: The value of the Whittaker function f at g corresponding 
to the element w of (JX p Flag~'O)o, can be expressed in terms of the trace of 
the Frobenius substitution at w on the geometric fiber \yh~(p)w of Wh~(p) 
at w. 

The author would like to thank S. Kato and T. Tokuyama for their 
advice on representation theory. He would also like to thank Professors 
T. Shioda and Y. Ihara for their kind advice. 

§ 1. Motivation and group theoretic background 

1.1. L-functions of class 1 principal series 

We here recall necessary results of Godement-Jacquet [5] and 
Zevelinsky-Bernstein [1]. 

Let Kv be a nonarchimedean local field with a finite residue field Fq 
with q elements. Let 0 v be the ring of integers of Kv, tv a uniformizing 
parameter, and II II its nonarchimedean absolute value. 

Assume that we are given unramified characters 

fori=l, ···,n, 

satisfying the following condition: 

( * ) for all i*j. 

We then define a representation 1t(1t!, •.. , Itn) induced by It!, ... , Itn 

as follows. Let 1t(1t!> ••• Itn ) be the vector space of C-valued functions on 
GL (n, Kv) satisfying the following conditions (1) and (2): 

for all g e GL (n, Kv). Here, LI + is the set of positive roots of GL (n, Kv) 
with respect to the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices in 
GL(n, Kv), 

(2) {heGL(n,Kv)lf(gh)=f(g) for allgeGL(n,Kv)} is an open 
subgroup of GL (n, Kv). 
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GL(n, Kv) acts on this space by right translation, and this space gives 
an irreducible representation which belongs to the class 1 principal series 
(cf. [1, p. 454]). 

The L-function of this representation is defined by Godement-Jacquet 
([5, p. 163]) as follows. 

Definition (the spherical function of a class 1 principal series). Let 
(n:, V) be an irreducible representation ofGL(n, Kv) in the class 1 principal 
series and (n:', V') its dual. We can choose Vo E V, v~ E V' such that 

n:(g)vo=vo• n:(g)v~=v~ for all g E GL(n, Ov) and <vo, v~>=l. 

We define the spherical function1o: GL(n, Kv)~C of n: by 

Note that 10 is uniquely determined by (n:, V), because Vo and v~ 

satisfying the above conditions are unique up to constant multiple for an 
irreducible representation in class 1 principal series. 

Definition (L-function). Let W be the characteristic function of 
M(n, Ov) n GL(n, Kv), dx* the Haar measure of GL(n, Kv) normalized by 
dx* (GL(n, Ov» = 1. We define the L-function of an irreducible represen
tation in the class 1 principal series (n:, V) by using the spherical function 

10 of n: in the following way: 

L(n:, s) =f w(x)1o(x) II det (x)lls+ (n-l)/2dx* . 
GL(n,Kv) 

We can also describe the L-function in terms of the Hecke algebra 

Ho = {bi-GL (n, Ov)-invariant C-valued functions with compact 

support on GL(n, Kv)}. 

Ho becomes an algebra under the convolution product. An element cp of 
the Hecke algebra Ho acts on V by 

T(cp)v=f cp(x)(n:(x)v)dx* 
GLCn,Kv) 

for v E V. 

Let Vo E V be an eigenvector with respect to the Hecke algebra Ho. If Wm is 
the characteristicfunction of{x E M (n, O.)llldet (x) II =q-m}, and if T(Wm)vo 
= ),(Wm)vo, then 
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holds. Let at be the characteristic function of 

GL(n, 0.) GL(n, O~), 

where t. is a uniformizing parameter of K. and let A(at) be the eigenvalue 
of T(at): 

If /11' •.. , /111. are the roots of the equation 

(1.1) 

in x, then we have (cf. [5, p. 77]). 

which is known to be a rational function of q-8 (cf. [5]). 

1.2. Shintani's formula and a formulation of Langlands' problem 

Let K. be a nonarchimedean local field and tv, 0. its uniformizing 
parameter and the ring of integers, respectively. Let t be a nontrivial C
valued additive character of K., and UK. the subgroup of GL (n, K~) of 
unipotent upper triangular matrices. We define a characterf of UK. by 

1 UI * 

f ([~ .. : : (,])~~u,+ ... +u._,). 
We define the space w of Whittaker functions by 

w={flfis a locally constant function on GL(n, K.) such that 

f(ug)=f(u)f(g) for all g E GL(n, K.), u E UK.}. 

This space is a representation of GL (n, K.) under the right translation of 
GL (n, Kv). Any irreducible representation 71:~ of GL (n, K.) in the class I 
principal series can be realized as a unique subrepresentation (71:., w.) of w 
(cf. [4, p. 315]). w. is called the Whittaker model of 71: •• 
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Theorem 1.1 (Shintani [11]). Suppose that t is trivial on Ov and non
trivial on t;lOv. In other words, the conductor of t is 0.. Let trv be an 
irreducible representation in the class 1 principal series, (7rv, illv) the space 
defined as above, and Pi the complex numbers defined in (1.1). Let f be an 
element of illv fixed under the action of trv (GL (n, Ov)) such that fee) = 1. 

Then the value f(diag (t~', .. " t~n)) of f at the diagonal matrix 
diag(t~', "', t~n) is equal to 

where e= 'E..f=l(i-n)!t, whilef(diag(t~', .. " t~n))=O otherwise. Here Xy 

is the irreducible character of GL (n, C) associated to the Young diagram Y, 
and P is the conjugacy class represented by the diagonal matrix diag(PI, .. " 
Pn)· 

Notice that f is uniquely determined because trv belongs to class 1 
principal series. 

Remark 1 (cf. [11, p. 180]). Using the Cartan decomposition 

with 

the values of a Whittaker functionf on GL (n, Kv) are determined by the 
above formula (1.2). Conversely for given non-zero complex numbers 
PI> .. " Pn' the Whittaker function determined by (1.2) generates an irre
ducible representation in the class 1 principal series contained in ill provided 
that 

( *') for i=l=j. 

Remark 2. Letfbe a Whittaker function with respect to t, and a an 
element of K:. The function r if) on GL (n, Kv) given by 

(raU))(g)=f(diag(l, a, "', an-I)g) 

is a Whittaker function with respect to to a-I. This transformation ra 
gives an equivalence of representations between the Whittaker models with 
respect to t and those with respect to to a-I. 

Now we formulate the problem of Langlands. Let K be a global 
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field of characteristic p > 0 and A its adele ring. Let X be an unramified 
C-valued character of A*/K* with absolute value 1. We define the space 
L~(GL (n, K)\GL(n, A), X) of cusp forms with a central character X as the 
space of locally constant functions f on GL(n, A) satisfying the following 
four conditions: 

i) f(rx)=f(x) for all x e GL(n, A), r e GL(n, K). 
ii) f(zx)=X(z)f(x) for all z e A*, x e GL(n, A). 

iii) f If(x)l~dx< 00, 
A*GL(n,K)\GL(n,A) 

where dx is the measure induced by a Haar measure of GL(n, A) and I Ie 
is the complex absolute value. 

iv) For the unipotent radical U of any proper parabolic subgroup P 
of GL(n, K), we have 

f f(ux)du=O for almost all x e GL(n, A), 
UK\UA 

where du is the measure induced by a Haar measure of UA• 

Let .& be a prime number different from p. From now on, we fix 
an identification of C and Qe' Consider a continuous representation 
p: 1t"1(XO) --+GL(n, Qe), and assume that the following conditions hold: 

(1.3) Idet(p(Frv»le=1 for all v e IXol under the fixed identification 
of C and Qt. 

(1.4) For v e IXollet PIq-(n-I)/2, "', Pnq-(n-I)/2 be the inverse of the 
eigenvalues of p(Frv). Then the condition (*') holds for {Pi}.=I, ... ,n • 

Let us formulate Langlands' problem. Let '\fr~ be an additive character 
of Kv with the conductor 0.. The eigenvalues PI> .. " Pn of p(Frv) define 
a Whittaker function f' by Remark 1 to Theorem 1.1. Any additive 
character '\frv of Kv can be written as '\fr~ 0 a-I, where the conductor of '\fr~ is 
O. and a an element of Kv' Thus by Remark 2 to Theorem 1.1, r o,(f') 
generates an irreducible subrepresentation (1t"., w.) of GL(n, K.) in the 
space w of Whittaker functions with respect to '\frv' 

Langlands' Problem. Let '\fr= IT .'\fr. be a quasi-character of A/K. 
Consider the Whittaker model (1t"., w.) with respect to '\fr. as above. Then is 
1t"=®.1t"v equivalent to some constituent of LHGL(n, K)\GL(n, A), det p) 
as a representation ofGL(n, A)? 

1.3. The Global Whittaker function and the ShaUka transform 

Let K be a global field of characteristic p > 0, Xo the corresponding 
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curve over Fq , and p a continuous representation of 1t'l(XO) of degree n 
over Cl,. Assume that p satisfies the conditions (1.3), (1.4) of the previous 
paragraph. We also assume that the genus of Xo is positive. Let Kv be 
the completion of K at v, and Ov the ring of integers of Kv. Put 0= IT vOv. 
We:fix a nontrivial additive character t= ITvtv of A/(K+O). Then the 
conductor of tv is Ou for almost all v. For all v the additive character 
tv of Kv can be written as t~ 0 u;1, where the conductor of t~ is Ov and 
Uv an element of Kv. The eigenvalues p!> ... , Pn of p(Frv) determine a 
Whittaker function J., in view of Remark 1 to Theorem 1.1. Let 'v: = 
r"jJ.,) and define the global Whittaker functionf on GL(n, A) associated 
to p by 

for g=(gv) e GL(n, A). 

We can define the global Whittaker model associated to p in the 
following way: Define a character 'Ii' of UA by 

Let U A be the subgroup of GL (n, A) of unipotent upper triangular matrices 
and (JJE the space consisting of locally constant functions f on GL(n, A) 
such thatf(ug)='Ii'(u)f(g) for all u e UA and g e GL(n, A). GL(n, A) acts 
on the space (JJK by the right translation. We can easily show that the 
global Whittaker function f belongs to (JJK. The subrepresentation of 
(JJK generated by this fis called the Whittaker model associated to p. It is 
irreducible, because p satisfies the condition (1.4) in the previous paragraph. 

We omit the proof for the following, since it is standard. 

Proposition 1.2 (Shalika transform). Let f be the global Whittaker 
function associated to p. The summation 

for g e GL(n, A) 

is essentially finite and defines afunction on GL(n, A), where Un_l,K is the 
subgroup of GL (n-l, K) of unipotent upper triangular matrices. Moreover, 
the following equality holds for some constant c:;t:O: 

where du* is the measure induced by a Baar measure of UA• 
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Theorem 1.3 (Shalika [9]). Letfe LUGL(n, K)\GL(n, A), X) and put 

Wig): =J ifi{u*-I)f(u*g)du*. 
UK\U,t 

Then we have 

Question. Is ~ defined in Proposition 1.2 invariant under the left 
translation for GL(n, K)? 

The following sections are devoted to the geometric interpretation 
for the global Whittaker function. 

§ 2. The construction of the Whittaker sheaves 

2.1. Representability 

Let X be a proper smooth absolutely irreducible curve over a field k. 
For an integer n~2, let 2 be a locally free sheaf of rank n over X. We 
write d:=(dl> ... , dn _ l ) for integers dl , ••• , dn _ l • Consider the following 
functor 

F1ag~: (Sch/k)O~(Sets) 

which sends T to the set of sequences pr;" 2 = 2 0 :::) 2 1 :::) ••• -::J 2 n -I of 
subsheaves of pr;" 2 over Xx kTsuch that 

(i) 2£ is a locally free sheafof rank n-i over Xx kT, 
(ii) 20/2t is flat over T, and 
(iii) deg(2t lxx{tj)=dt for all t e T. 

Theorem 2.1. The functor Flag~ is represented by a proper scheme 
over k. 

For the proof of the above theorem, we show the following: 

Proposition 2.2. Let n, m and d be integers such that n > m ~ 1. Let 
2 be a locally free sheaf of rank n. Then the functor 

Flag'Je,m: (Sch/ k)O ~ (Sets) 

which sends T to the set of locally free subsheaves 21 of the locally free 
sheaf prt 2 over Xx k T such that 
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(i) rank 2 1 =m, 
(ii) prt2/21 isflat over T, and 
(iii) deg(21!xx{t)=dfor alit E T. 

is represented by a proper scheme over k. 
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Lemma 2.3. Assume that X has a k-rational point Xo which determines 
an invertible sheaf O(xo) of degree I. Then there exists a natural number 
ko depending only on X and 2, d, m such that any locally free subsheaf 21 
of 2 of degree d and rank m have the properties that 2(kxo) and 2 1(kxo) 
are generated by global sections and that h1(21(kxo»=Ofor any k>ko. 

Proof Step 1. Let g be the genus of X, and 21 a locally free sub
sheaf of 2 of rank m and degree d. Then any invertible quotient sheaf 
of 21 has degree greater than or equal to d-hO(2)-(m-l) (g-I). 
Indeed, let 2' be a invertible quotient sheaf of 210 and let 2": = 
ker(21-+2'). Then by the Riemann-Roch theorem we have 

Thus, 

deg 2" ~hO(2)+(m-l) (g-I). 

Hence 

deg 2' =d-deg 2">d-hO(2)-(m-l) (g-I). 

Step 2. In the notation of Step I, there exists a natural number ko 
such that Hl(21(kxo» and H 1(21(kxo-x» vanish, while 21(kxo) is gener
ated by global sections for all x E X and k> ko. Indeed, by the Serre 
duality, we have 

Hl(X, 21(kxO-X»v:::=.HO(X, 21(kxo-x)V®.Q~) 

:::=.Hom(21o .QH-kxo+x», 

Hl(X, 21(kxo»V ~ Hom (21, .Q~( - kxo». 

Fix a natural number ko such that 

2g-2-ko+ 1 <d-hO(2)-(m-l) (g-I)-m. 

Then by Step 1 we have Hom (21, .QH-koxo + x» = Hom (210 .QH-koxo» 
=0, for all k>ko• In this situation, the homomorphism 

is surjective for all k"2:.ko and x E X. Therefore 21(kxo) is generated by 
global sections. 
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To show the rest of the lemma, it is enough to choose ko large enough 
that 2(kxo) is generated by global sections for all k?ko' q.e.d. 

Proof of Proposition 2.2. For the proof of the representability, we 
may assume that Xhas a rational point xo, for otherwise choose a separable 
finite extension of k over which X has a rational point and use descent 
theory. Let us fix a natural number k greater than ko as in Lemma 2.3. 
We have an isomorphism Flag~,mc::::.Flag~(t~),m of functors. By Lemma 
2.3, we may assume that 2 as well as any locally free subsheaf 21 of 2 
of degree d and rank m are generated by global sections, and that h1(2) = 
h1(21) =0. 

gives an injective morphism of functors, where Grass is the Grassmannian 
functor with Grass (T) consisting of subvectorbundles of rank e in HO(2) 
®OT, where e=d+m(l-g). 

Let J{ be the universal locally free subsheaf of 0Gra •• ®kHO(2) on 
Grass and p: X--+Spec k the structure morphism. Consider the following 
natural homomorphisms of sheaves on Xx k Grass. 

Let T be the stratum corresponding to the Hilbert polynomial P(t)= 
deg2+n(1-g)-(d+m(l-g))+t(n-m) of the flattening stratification 
of Coker(pr;J{-+prr2) on Grass. For 21:=Im(pr;J{[T-+prr2[T), 
we can regard 21®OTk(t) as a subsheaf of 2®kk(t) for all t E T. The 
Hilbert polynomial of 21®k(t) is d+m(1- g)+mt and this 21 and T re
present Flag~,m' 

We now prove the properness of Flag~,m by the valuative criterion. 
Let R be a discrete valuation ring over k, and K the field of fractions. Let 
J{ be a locally free sub sheaf of degree d and rank m of 2®kK over Xx kK. 
Put V: =r(J{) n r(2®kR) and consider the subsheaf ff' of 2®kR gen
erated by V. Let Yf' be Coker (ff' -+2®R) modulo its R-torsion and let 
ff:=Ker(2®R-+Yf'). The Hilbert polynomial of ff t (t E Spec R) is in
dependent of t, because ff is R-flat and Ox®R is coherent. ff t is a sub
sheaf of 2®kk(t) for t E Spec R, because Yf' is R-flat. Therefore ff t is a 
locally free sheaf over Xx kk(t). q.e.d. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Put d=(dj> "', dn_1) and Y=XX k Flag~l,n_l 

X· .. XFlag~~11. For the universal sheaf 2i on XX k Flag~i,n_i' its 
pull-back j(i=pr~i+12i (i=2, .··,n) is a locally free sheaf on Y. 
For each i, let Ti be the stratum corresponding to the Hilbert polynomial 
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p(t)=O of the flattening stratification of Flag';/,n_1 X ... XFlag~~l' for 
viii + viii + Jvlli. 

(viii + vIIt +llvlli)0k(t) =0 if and only if t E Ti. Therefore T= ntTi 
represents the functor Flag~. Let us prove the closed ness of each Ti hence 
of T by using the valuative criterion. Let R be a discrete valuation ring 
over k and K be the field of fractions. If the locally free sheaves 20' 2 t , 

2i +1 over Xx Spec R satisfy the conditions 
a) 20 -:J 2 i' 20 -:J 2 t + I, 

b) 2012t, 2012i +1 are R-flat, 
c) 2/;9 K -:J 2t +10 K, 

then 2t -:J 2i +1 holds. This proves the closedness of Ti. q.e.d. 

Corollary 2.4. The functor Flag'f/: (Schlkt~(Sets) which sends T to 
the set 

{(20 -:J' .. -:J2n _ l) E Flag~ (T)12i/2i+1 is invertible on Xx kT for any i} 

is represented by an open subscheme of Flag~. 

2.2. A double coset decomposition and the Lang sheaf 

We use the same notation as in Sections 1.3 and 2.1. 
Let UK be the subgroup of GL(n, K) consisting of unipotent upper 

triangular matrices. We now show that 

(2.1) UK\GL(n, A)/GL(n, 0) is in one-to-one correspondence with 
the set consisting of (20 -:J ••. -:J 2 n -I; rl> .. " r n) where 2t runs through 
locally free sheaves of rank n - i over X such that 2i _II 2t is invertible for 
alIi and ri rational sections of 2 i_112i. 

This correspondence is given as follows. For a given element g= 
(gV)VE IXol of GL (n, A), and v E IXol, the stalk at v of the corresponding flag 
2 0, •• " 2 n-I is given by 

{w E Knl wg E O~}-:J{w E OEBKn-llwg E O~}-:J· .. 

-:J{w E OEB·· ·OEBKlwg E O~}. 

ri is the rational section corresponding to (0, .. " 1, .. " 0). This corre
spondence is well defined and one to one. The following proposition is 
easy to prove. 

Proposition 2.5. Under the above correspondence (2. 1), let 
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[
a * 1 1 

g= '. 

o an 

correspond to (2'0 :::J··· :::J2'n_l; rl> "', rn). Then 
(1) ri is a global section of 2'i_I/2'i if and only if ordvai >Ofor all v. 
(2) ordv ai :2: ordv ai + 1 if and only if ordvr i > ordv r i + I' 

Next we define some moduli schemes. Let Sm be the symmetric group 
of degree m which acts on X'[{' as permutations of factors. We write the 
quotient X,[{,/Sm by x~m). Let X:=Xo®Fq and let Picm=picm(x) be the 
Picard variety of X of degree m. Denote by v: Flag~->-P:=PicelX'" X 
picen the map which sends (2'0' "', 2'n_l) to (det2'o®det2'll, "', 
det 2'n_2®det2';;-~1' 2'n_l) E P, where e1=do-dl, "', en_l=dn_2-dn_l, 
en = dn_l. Let us denote X(e) by x(e,) X ... X X(en ) where e= (el> .. " en). 
The variety x(e) =x~e)®Fq represents the set of effective divisors of degree 
e on X. Denote by jace the Albanese map from x(e) to pice and jac(e) the 
map jace, X ... xjacen from X(e) to P. If Y = (el, .. " en) satisfies el :2: ... 
2: en > 0, we can define the incidence variety I Y as the closed sub scheme of 
x(e,) X ... X x(en ) defined by 

The fiber of the morphism jace at d E pice is identified with the set of 
effective divisors of degree e rationally equivalent to d and it is identified 
with the projective space P(HO(X, d)) associated to HO(X, d). Therefore 
the fiber of jacd at (dl , •• " d n) is identified with P(HO(X, d l)) X ... X 
P(HO(X, d n)). Let.A i be the universal line bundle over XXPicei, 
h: Xx Pic'! ->- pice, the natural projection and Vi the variety Spec 
(Sym(h • .At)) over Pice,. For X(e,) is naturally isomorphic to Proj (Sym 
(h • .A':!)), there is a natural morphism from Vi to X(e,). Let V:= VI X ... 
X Vn and J:= VXx(el Y • Consider the following diagram. 

JXpFlag~ )VXpFlag~ )Flag~ 

1/1' 17'" 
1 

)P 
jacd 

J ) V 

Proposition 2.6. Let (JX pFlag'}/)o denote JX pFlag~'O over Fq, In the 
same notation as above, let Bf.,2' be the subset of GL(n, A) consisting of 
upper triangular matrices 
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( al *) g= ... E GL(n, A) 

o an 
with 

(1) dega1.=e1.for i=l, ... , n, 
(2) ordva1. > 0 for all v E I Xo I for i = 1, ... , n, and 
(3) GL (n, K.) gGL (n, 0) defines the isomorphism class of 2. 

Let JB~." be the subset of Bj,,, consisting of elements 

( al *) g= ... E GL(n, A) 
o an 

with ord.a1.~ord.a1.+1 for all v E IXol and i= 1, ... , n. Then under the 
correspondence of (2.1), we have the following identifications: 

UK\UKBj,,, GL(n, O)/GL(n, O):=(VX pFlag~OMFq), 

UK\UKJB~." GL(n, O)/GL(n, O):=(JXpFla~OMFq). 

Proof Let (210 ... , 2 n-I; rio ... , r n) be the subbundles of 2 and 

the rational section rt of 21.-1/2 1. corresponding to an element g= (a;. *) 
o an 

of B~.". Then the invertible sheaf 21.-1/21. with the rational section rt 

corresponds to the invertible sheaf O( - 2. ord (a1. .• »(v» with the rational 
section 1 E O®K:=O( -2. ord (at .• )(v)®K. Therefore rt corresponds to 
a global section of 21.-1/21. if and only if ord(a1. .• »O for all v E IXol. 
Therefore the set on the left is identified with the set of pairs 
(210 .. ·,2 n-I; rio ... , r n) such that 21. is a subbundle of 2 and rt is 
a global section of the invertible sheaf 21.-1/21.. On the other hand, the 
set of Fq-rational points of V corresponds to the set of invertible sheaves 
.911. with their global sections ri,o Thus the set on the left is in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set of Fq-rational points of Vx pFlag~o. q.e.d. 

By the above proposition, the restriction of a Whittaker function to 
UK\UKJB~." GL(n, O)/GL(n, 0) can be regarded as a function on 
(J p X Flag~OMFq). 

In the rest of this paragraph, we define the Lang sheaf. Fix alo ••• , an 
E A*. We can define the map Ol from 

U,IU K{g~ C .. :.) E GL (n, A) } GL (n, 6)/GL (n, 6) 
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to 

sending the class of 

to the class of(uJ> "', Un_I) in ffit::IA/(K+ai /ai +16). 

Proposition 2.7. For an element ai of A*, define an invertible sheaf d i 

onXby 

Then we have the equality: 

A/(K +aiai :;:i6)::::: Extl (di , d i +1)' 

Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram: 

Proof The first equality is derived from the exact sequence 

and 

The last assertion can be shown by chasing the correspondence of (2.1). 
q.e.d. 

Let us consider the additive character ,y.: A/(K + 6)~,U. From 
now on, let us assume that there exists an additive character: 
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and a differential C/J e HO(Xo, nko):::::Hom (HI(XO' Ox.), Fq) such that '\ft= 
cp 0 C/J. Let Jl1. be the universal line bundle on Xx Pic"' and vIt t the pulled 
back sheaf over XXP. Let @"xt~ (vIt", vIt"+I) denote the sheaf of extensions 
over P. We will write W for Spec (Sym EBj,;;f @"xt~ (vIt", vlt1.+I»). We can 
define a morphism T over P from FlagS' to Wby sending (2o::) • •• :::)2 .. _1) 

to (O~21.+d21.+2~2d2"+2~2d2i+I~O)i. Summing these up, we can 
define the following maps: 

where the map f3 from Jx pWto PX(HI(XO' 0»"-1 on P is given fiberwise 
by the Serre duality 

«Hom (d 2, dl)-{O})X ... X (Hom (d .. , dn_I)-{O}) 

X (Hom (0, dn)-{O}» 

X (Extl(dh d 2)X··· X Extl(dn _ h An» 

----+HI(Xo,O)"-I. 

We denote this composite by f The Artin-Schreier covering 

defines an etale covering of AI, with the covering transformation group 
equal to F q. cp defines a smooth etale sheaf ~ 'P of rank one over AI. The 
pulled-back sheaf 2'P = f* !l 'P over JX pFlag'f;° will be called the Lang 
sheaf. 

2.3. The construction of the Whittaker sheaves 

For a given representation of p: trl(Xo)~GL(n, (1:), we define a 
smooth etale sheaf §'(P) on Xo associated to p (cf. [8, p. 43]). The sym
metric group Sm of degree m acts on Xl{' as permutations of factors. There 
is an obvious equivariant action of Sm on prt§'(p)®· .• ®pr!7(p), hence 
on trm.(prt§'(p)®·· .®pr!§'(p», where trm is the natural projection from 
Xl{' to x~m)=Xl{'/Sm. We define @"(m)(p) as the fixed subsheaf of 
trm.(prt§'(p)®· .• ®pr!§'(p» under Sm. 

Now for a Young diagram Y=(el> ... , e .. ) with el~··· ~en>O and 
a representation p of tr1(XO) as above, we define a sheaf on X~"l) X ... X 
Xden) by @"Y(p)=prt@"(e1)(p)® ..• ®pr;@"(en)(p). We denote by SymY (p) 
the restriction of @"Y(p) to the incidence variety IY. 
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Let XCm)O be the open subscheme of xcm) = X3m)®Fq which corre
sponds to 

(i::f:=j)}. 

The natural projection trm: Xm-+XCm) induces an etale Galois covering tr~: 
xm,o=tr;;;t(xcm)o)-+XCm)o, with the Galois group Sm. If we put f=(el -e2, 

... , en), then the incidence variety JY can be identified with XCfl by the 
map sending the element (Xl> ... , xn) of xc .... ) to the element (l:~=lXt' 

l:~=2Xi' ... , xn) of XCe). Under this identification, let us define an open 
subvariety 1° = (JY';o of 1= IY by 

and an open set U of X" -" X ... X X," by 

We define a marking t of a Young diagram Y = (el> ... , en) to be the 
diagram 

t11 ••••••• t 1 I 
' '81 

t= ....... . 

tr, ... , r:n I, 
where {tf, ... , t!J={I, ... , e,}. For a given marking t, we can define 
the map Gt which sends the element (x." ... , Xl) of x·'-·· X ... X X'" to 
the element «xt" ••• , x t ,), ••• , (xt '" • , ., X t" )) of X" X ... X X'n. Under 

1 61 1 en 

this map we obtain the identification 

G=Gal(UW) 

~{h E S.,X ... X S."cAut(X"X ... XX·n)lh(ImGt)=Im(Gt )}. 

We obtain the following diagram: 

The sheaf j*it* (SymY (p)) is equal to 

j*G1(prt~(p)®· . . ®prZ+ ... +en~(P)) 
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because 7r is etale for G acts on U freely. The natural map 

Gtcprr ~(p)0· .. 0pr~+ ... +en~(p)) 

~ j*j*G'[(prr ~(p)0· .. 0pr~+ ... +en~(p)) 

is an isomorphism because Gtcprr~(p)0·· ·0pr~+ ... +en~(p)) is a smooth 
sheaf. Thus we obtain the following composite: 

rr* (SymY(p))~j*j*rr* (SymY(p)) 

c:=j*j*G,[(prr ~(p)0· .. 0pr~+ ... +en~(p)) 

~G'[(prr~(p)0·· ·0pr~+ ... +<n~(p)). 

Let H t be the subgroup of Aut (Xe1 X ... X X en) consisting of hE Sel+ ... +en 
cAut (X" X ... XX en) which is a permutation of coordinates and which 
preserve the number written on the marking t. Then there is an isomorphism 

Htc:=SnX··· XSnXSn_IX··· XSn_IX··· XSIX··· XSI· 
"'1 ~ ~ 

en en-I-en el-e2 

which gives rise to a character signH of H t defined as the product of sig
natures of all symmetricfactor groups. Gtcprr ~ (p)0· .. 0pr~ + ••• +en~ (p)) 
is equal to pr~1~(p)0··· 0pr~n ~(p). Therefore H t acts on G'[ 

1 en 
(0~!:i···+enprt ~(p)) as a sheaf on jY. By this action we can define an en-
domorphism 2Ht3gsignH(g)g. Let.Yt be the image of the composite map 

rr* (SymY (p))~G'[(0g;'i···+enprt ~(p))~Gtc0~!:i···+enprt ~(p)). 

~ Ht 3gsignH(g)g 

We have a natural map r: rr*(SymY(p))~.Yt. 
Definition. Let 0'(XY(p)) be the sheaf on jY, the image sheaf of 

ft,··r 
SymY(p)~rr* rr* SymY(p)~rr*.Yt. 

Let D be an effective divisor of degree d. If Y-do=(el-d(n-l), 
e2 -d(n-2), ... , en) is a Young diagram, then we can define the map 

iy,D: jY-do 3 (Xl' ... , Xn)~(xl+(n-I)D, x2+(n-2)D, ... , Xn) E jY. 

From now on we fix a differential won X and let D be div (w). Then 
let ~(Xy(p)):=iy,D*(0'(XY_daCP)). We fix an isomorphism between C and 
Qe and the additive character cp of F q• Then we can define the Lang sheaf 
by w. 
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Proposition 2.S. Let Y={el> . ", en) be a Young diagram which satis
fies (*) as above. Let g e JB1,.2' be a diagonal matrix diag (al> .. " an) 
corresponding to w e (JX pFlag~OMFq) under the correspondence in Proposi
tion 2.2. Let v be the image of w under the natural map Jx pFlag~,O~I 
and v a geometric point over v. Let f be the global Whittaker function de
fined in Section 1.3, and Fr. the Frobenius substitution on F(Xy(p»)'ij' Then 
we have 

f(g)=qe tr Fr.IF(Xy(p»;;, 

where e=I~=1{2i-n+ 1)(e,-{2g-2)(n-i»/2. 

Definition. Let 0: JX pFla~o~I be the natural homomorphism. 
The Whittaker sheaf Wh~(p) is defined by 

Wh~(P)=o*{F(Xy(p»)®2'I" 

where 2'1' is the Lang sheaf defined in Section 2.2. 

Theorem 2.9. Let g be an element of JBl,.2" and w the corresponding 
element of (JX pFlag'f/MF). In the same notation as in Proposition 2.8, we 
have 

where W is a geometric point over w. 

Proof of Proposition 2.8. Let 10 be the incidence variety defined over 
F q• First we look at the geometric fiber of lff(Xy(p) at a geometric point 
v over an element v of Io(Fq). The point v can be expressed as an element 
(VI> "', Vn) of X(e1lX'" XX(enl. Let Xl' "', X t be distinct closed points 
of X which appear in v. Let m"j be the multiplicity of x, in Vj' Then 
Y,=(m,,1> .. " m" • .) becomes a Young diagram. Under the component
wise sum of Young diagrams, we have Y = Yl + ... + Yt> i.e., Y = 
(:E~=lm"h .. " :E~=lm'.n)· We denote the element v as v = :E~=l Y,x,. q e 
Gal (Fq/Fq) acts on Io{Fq) by q:v~VU = :E~=l Y,Xi, and Io(Fq) can be regarded 
as the set of fixed elements in IoCFq) under the action of Gal (Fq/Fq). If 
v = :E~=l Y,x" then 

where VylF(p)".,) is the representation space of GL{F(P)".J which corre
sponds to the Young diagram Y, ([5, p. 129]). Moreover, the above iso
morphism has the following meaning. Let Yl' .. " Yk be the orbits of 
XI> •• " Xl under the action of Gal (Fq/Fq). Then the Frobenius substitu-
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tion FrYj at Yj acts on the vector space ®X,EY,Vy/§"(p)x')' The action of 
the Frobenius at v on the left and that of Fr YI ® ... ®Fr Yk on the right are 
equivariant under the isomorphism. 

Now let us look more closely at the action of FrYj on the vector 
space ®X,EyjVy/§"(p)x,)' For a given etale Qt-sheaf §" over Spec Fq, a 
mapf: SpecFqn~Spec Fq, and!" E Gal (Fqn/Fq), we have descent data <1(!"): 
!" *f* §" ~f* §" on f* §" (cf. [8, p. 53]). 

For i E Z/nZ, let !"i be the i-th power of the Frobenius in Gal(Fq/Fq). 
The proof of the following lemma is an easy exercise of linear algebra. 

Lemma 2.10. Fix a geometric point v: Spec Fq~Spec Fq". Let A be 
a Gal (Fq/Fqn)-module and Ai be copies of A for i= 1, .. " n. The sheaf 
<:9'=A I®·· ·®An on Spec Fqn has descent data 

T(V*!"i'<:9'):=. Al +i®' •• ®An +i~ A I ®· .. ®An:=' T(v*<:9') 

which sends (xl®·· ·®xn) to (xl®·· ·®xn), where Aj:=Aj_n ifj>n. IfF 
is the descended sheaf on Spec Fq, then 

Applying the above lemma to ®X,EyjVy,(§"(p);;;,), we have the follow
ing identity: 

tr Fr Yj!®x,EyjVy,(§"(p)x)=tr FrrID(Yj)! Vy,(~"(p)JJ 

= Xy ,(p(FrrID(Yj»)' 

where 1m (Yj) is the corresponding closed point of X and Xy the character 
of the representation Vy • 

We define w=v+DD as the image of v under iy,n' Then we have the 
equality 

hence 

where Yi - DiD is the Young diagram obtained from the multiplicity of v 
at Xi E Yj. Now we compute the value of fat g. 

f(g) = ITv!v(gv) 

= IT vrt;;Dv 0 fv(gv), 
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where Dv is the multiplicity of D at v. Recall that we defined!., in Section 
1.3. using the eigenvalues PI> ... , Pn of p(Frv) and the equality (1.2). 
Therefore we have 

x (XY,_D,a(p(Frrm(YJ)q(n-l)degYj/2» 
= IT yiq r.'i= 1 ((r-n)(mior-D,(n-r))+ (n-l)deg(Y I-DI.)/2)degYJ) 

x (XY;_D,.(p(Frrm(YJ)) 

By the equality (2.2), it is equal to 

qe tr Frwl~(XY(P»iii' 

where 

e= 2:i=tU-n)(ej-degD(n- j»+(n-l) deg (Y -Do)/2) 

= 2:i=I(2j-n+ 1)(ej-(2g+2)(n- j». q.e.d. 

Proof of the Theorem. We have 

. . al 0 
(
1 UI * ) 

fo' g~ 0": ~ •. , (~. J 
By the commutativity of the Proposition 2.7 and the definition of the Lang 
sheaf 2~, we have 

Remark. The natural surjective morphism SymY(p)--+@"(Xy(p») splits. 
This can be shown by the specialization argument and by the Richardson 
rule for the representations of general linear groups (cf. [7]). 
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